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Abstract
Phonologically
null morphemes,
i.e. empty X° arising neither from movement
or copying, are an interesting issue in the study of possible lexical entries. First,
despite claims to the contrary, they seem limited to the purely grammatical
part
of the lexicon, the "Syntacticon."
Second, they are among the items that show
that this Syntacticon
is not organized or accessed by phonology, in contrast to the
open class Dictionary.
In particular, this essay shows that both types of access
involve testable, differing claims as to the expected ranges of lexical properties.
Third, empty grammatical
items strictly conform to a "Generalized
Invisible Category Principle,"
which requires interpretable
features of non-anaphoric
empty
categories to be present in their immediate context. These results suggest a model
of a syntactic derivation that consists of a local algorithm for filling in syntactic "slots" with appropriate grammatical
items, with phonology in this phase of
computation being entirely secondary.

This essay discusses whether and to what extent Universal Grammar and/or lexicons of
individual grammars include optional and/or obligatory null morphemes. Although this issue
intrigued structuralist linguists from de Saussure to Z. Harris, only recently has it attracted
attention in generative syntax. By null morpheme is meant an empty category that arises
neither from principles of ellipsis nor (as a trace or copy of) movement. In bar notation terms
the question might be put, under what conditions can such phonetically unrealized or "empty"
morphemes appear as X° projections in surface structure or PF?
One rather obvious restriction on empty X° is that while there may exist some unpronounced grammatical elements (one can think of arbitrary PRO, empty complementizers, null
suffixes in agreement paradigms, understood copulas, etc.), a fully empty open class item is
unconceivable. We begin by trying to understand this difference.
1.

A Lexical

Framework

for Grammatical

Items

A revealing account of this restriction on empty open class items is available in terms of the
lexical framework in Emonds (2000, Ch. 3). Developing ideas of Tsimpli and Ouhalla (1990)
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and Ouhalla (1991), that work claims that a natural language "Lexicon" is composed of two
quite different mental components, a mental "Dictionary" of open class items (table, disperse,
clever, aboard, etc.) and a separate "Syntacticon" of closed class items (the store of a language's bound morphemes and e.g., self, get, other, of every, could, very, not, if, etc.). The
fundamental distinction between these two classes of items is due to the kinds of categories
and features that appear in the two components.
Open classes of lexical items are limited to proper subsets of N, V, A and perhaps P; their
members are differentiated from each other by purely semantic features f that lack any role in
syntactic derivations. In contrast, closed class items (of all syntactic classes) have only features
F that are used in derivations (ANIMATE, COMPARATIVE,MODAL, NEG, PAST, PATH,
etc.). Thus, besides the familiar closed classes of Complementizers, Determiners, Modals,
Quantifiers, etc., the Syntacticon also contains closed subclasses of N, V, A and P that lack
f and are therefore fully characterized by F. I call such classes "grammatical" nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and prepositions.
The syntactic categories and features F are undeniably semantic as well as syntactic; in
fact, they reflect the most basic cognitive categories. Moreover, the distinction here between
LF-interpreted features that play a role in syntax (F) and those that do not (f) makes no
provision for a separate class of purely diacritic or uniformly uninterpretable formal features.
Although there are conditions under which various F such as PAST, PLURAL, WH, etc. do
not contribute to LF (partly having to do with agreements), I hold that all F contribute to
interpretation in some contexts.
In these terms, table (1) on p. 3 (from Emonds (2000, Ch. 3)) summarizes properties that
distinguish the two lexical components. So as to better situate the differences between f and F,
the table begins with three properties (a)-(c) members in both components have in common.
Points (d) through (k), which can be understood with little technical discussion, serve to introduce and illustrate the often overlooked striking clustering of properties that characterize these
very different collections of lexical items.
Point (j) is the restriction on empty X° of interest here; phonetically empty V are restricted
to the set of "grammatical V." This discussion will treat points (1) and (m) only in passing,
since this essay doesn't focus on the derivational levels of lexical insertion.'
If languages do not tolerate null morphemes as realizations of open class items (point j),
then any empty V or P must be one fully characterizable by features that are used in syntactic
derivations; that is, they must be in the closed classes of grammatical N, V,A and P. Thus, we
might expect that a language can allow a null grammatical V akin to go (Riemsdijk, 2002) but
not one meaning, e.g. swim or fly.
(2) A lexical phonological

representation 7r can be 0 only if an item has no purely semantic

Nonetheless, an extensive study of the verbal morphology of the Papuan language Nimboran, (Inkelas, 1993) reports null verbs with meanings such as 'kiss', 'laugh' and 'dream.' Items
with such meanings are needless to say of Dictionary rather than Syntacticon provenance . As
iThe Dictionary/Syntacticon
distinctionseemsto correlatewith an importantphysiologicalfactor. My limited
readingonaphasiasuggestsa claimthat the linguisticroleof thebrain's famous"Broca'sarea" is mainlyto housethe
Syntacticon.ThemanydebatesabouthowBroca's arearelatesto processingcan be interpretedin termsof difficulties
relatingto accessingclosedclass storage.
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we might expect, however, the hypothesized null V are non-trivial theoretical constructs; these
null open class V are indeed part of larger pronounced locutions: "Verbs formed from these
[zero] roots consist, on the surface, only of modifier morphemes." More precisely, Inkelas
(1993, section 8) argues convincingly that Nimboran V-PRT combinations have two accented
parts like compounds, so that the open class items 'kiss' , 'laugh', etc. consist of verbal compounds of the form [v [v0 ] —PRT (LOC) ], where PRT is always overt.
This structure becomes less exotic once we discover the category of the mysteriously labeled "modifier" PRT. In this quest, we are aided by several facts and generalizations about
Nimboran scattered throughout Inkelas's study: (i) The category PRT takes obligatory TENSE
and (Subject) PERSON AGReement suffixes. (ii) The category PRT with its LOC, TENSE, and
AGR suffixes receives a single and separate word accent, just as do verbs. (iii) The LOC suffixes on PRT are a set of grammatical markers with content reminiscent of the locative particle
prefixes on V in Czech, German, Hungarian, etc. (iv) PRT optionally takes a progressive-like
suffix/infix ITERative. (v) It appears that the PRT category derives diachronically from V.2
Unless one has some kind of predilection for ad hoc category names, Nimboran PRT must
2Crediting
Foley(1986)in hernote17, Inkelasobservesthat"manyPapuanlanguagesemploycomplexverbal
constructions
in whicha 'generic',semantically
bleachedverbcombineswitha specificnounor verbto producea
semantically
contentful
complexverbconstruction.It seemsplausibleto assumethat Nimboran'particles'derive
historically
fromsucha source"
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then be a V: it inflects like a V, it accents like a V, it has locative and progressive affixes like a
V, and its historical source is V. And if the verbal compound structures argued for by Inkelas
are typical, their overt right hand members should also be endocentric heads , i.e. again V (cf.
Lieber (1980)).
In these terms, Nimboran verbs with left hand "zero Vs" and obligatorily overt right hand
members exemplify the following compound structures: [v [v0 Hy rar-[ITER UkCit]1] 'laugh'
and [v [v0 Hy rar-[Loc be ]]] tring'.3 We will see in the next section that the Dictionary
often associates semantic f with complex structures where 7r is 0 for part of the structure and
for another part it is not. Thus, (2) applies only when a phonological representation is 0 for a
lexical item taken as a whole. Despite initial appearances then, the Nimboran lexical entries
conform to the theory of the open class Dictionary developed here.
Returning to more familiar matters, I show in (3) two examples of null grammatical V in
the English Syntacticon; one is a bound morpheme and one is free. (3a) is the present tense
number agreement verbal suffix in marked persons and number, where marked feature values
are notated by u. It is the null "right hand head" of a morphological formation , which alternates
with the phonetically realized verbal suffixes -s and - ed.4
(3) a. V, —PAST,p PER, p NUM, +(V_);71- = 0
Structure: [v lexical verb [V,-FAST0 ]
b. V, +DAF, "licensing by I"; n =
(DAF stands for "Discourse Anaphor" feature)
As is well-known, English permits null VPs in the presence of an overt 1.5 Zagona (1982)
attributes this possibility to a parameter that sets English apart from Romance languages,
whose anaphoric VPs (like those of many languages in fact) must contain a phonetic V. Since
this study adheres to the claim that the parameters of particular grammars are nothing other
than members of closed lexical classes, we are forced to recast Zagona's parameter (as well as
many others) as a property of a lexical item, which is expressed in (3b). The DAF feature can
be thought of as a kind of unspecified address for an identity of sense index whose content is
provided by Universal Grammar's principles of ellipsis.
The role of an explicit Syntacticon entry like (3b) is then to express the brute and simple
fact (which a child must easily learn) that an empty V can express such VP anaphora in English ,
which in many other languages is not a possibility.
3Inkelasis awarethat Dictionaryitemsmightsimplyascribeappropriateopenclassmeaningst o certaincombinations of grammatical"PRT"(i.e. V) andcertainsuffixes,therebyavoidinginitialemptyVs. She resists this,possibly
correctly,on thebasisof intricatemorphologicalrestrictionson especiallynumbermorphemesin the verbalcomplex,
whichsheobserves"are exactlythe sametypethat characterizeovertroots" in pre-PRTposition.
If her compoundstructuresare correct,we may nonethelessconsidertheiremptyinitialV as grammaticalratherthan
openclass.Hundredsof EnglishDictionaryitemsof open classsemanticspecificityaremade up solelyof Syntacticon
items:be upfor NP cometo, do NP in, haveat NP get up, go off,let go of NP,the verbs out and up, a go-getter,the
get-go,a havenot,income,input,off-putting,one-upmanship,
etc.
4As arguedin Emonds(2000
, Ch. 4), featuresof inflectional(as opposedto derivational)morphemesdon't contributeto LF in their surfacepositions.Theyrather"alternativelyrealize"featureson (oftenempty) categoriesthat
do so contribute.For examplein (3a),the feature—PAST
on V alternativelyrealizesan empty [I, —PAST]
. Sincethe
inflectionsthemselvesthusdon't contributeto LF,they mustbe insertedin the PF part of derivations.This example
servesto sketchilyillustratethe terminologyin lines(1)and(m) of table(1).
5Seesection5 .3.3belowfor howthe conditionof "licensingby I" mightbe expressedformally.Thedetermination
by UG of the actualstructuralpositionof the antecedentVP is addressedin the huge literatureon VP ellipsis. Cf.
Lobeck(1995)for relevantanalysesand references.
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2. Why only Syntacticon Items can be Null
We certainly do not expect the many distinctions expressed in table (1) on p. 3 to all be primitive, underived concepts. For example, full suppletion as in (4) is almost certainly a consequence of point (m) in the table, possible late insertion of grammatical items (Emonds, 1985,
Ch. 4).
(4) go/went, good/better, bad/worse, French vais/allons 'go', Japanese da/na 'be', Latin
ferre/tuli/latus 'take', Spanish ser/fui 'be'
Further examination of the differing phonologies of the two lexical components can in
fact provided a predictive account of the restriction (2). Consider first some morphologically
irregular Dictionary (open class) verbs from English as in (5).
(5) blow/blew, buy/bought, catch/caught, fly/flew,grow/grew, hold/ held, see/saw,
seek/sought, stand/stood, steal/stole, stink/stunk, teach/taught, tell/told, think/thought
It does not seem accidental that such irregularities can affect the entire rhyme but never
affect initial consonant clusters, which are uniform—in contrast to the suppletions (4) found
in the Syntacticon. Within a single entry, different rhymes or vocalic nuclei can be paired
with different syntactic features (thus for steal a —–PAST and 5 —+PAST), but the lexical
address of each non-homonymous item appears based on the invariant phonology of its initial
consonant cluster C*. This "regularity among irregularities" in fact suggests that an open class
item in the mental Dictionary always associates an item of meaning with a unique phonological
address. Moreover, that address is located by means of a system of initial consonant (clusters),
precisely as in written dictionaries. This type of mental organization is probably at the basis of
this printer's convention; its almost universal prevalence in dictionary publishing can be taken
as evidence of a deep mental reality.
(6) Dictionary Storage. Dictionary items link constellations of semantic features f with
phonological forms 7r. They are organized by virtue of ir's initial consonant clusters C.
Some details of this addressing system based on C* can be gleaned from the well studied
pervasive alliteration patterns of Old English oral poetry, which plausibly reflect the same
system. For example, st- * sp- * sk- * sV- in these patterns, although all other initial s- alliterate
like sV-. Most interesting for our purposes here is that all vowel-initial words alliterate with
each other, which follows if the C* of such items have the single value O.'
Taking the reasoning a step further, the very notion of lexical entry having an initial consonant cluster, even one specified as 0, implies the existence of an overt phonological rhyme.
Bare consonant sounds lacking a rhyme, such as shhh! or ssss! (hissing) or a kind of voiceless
aspirated p of disdain (a spitting gesture without spit), are never integrated into well-formed
syntactic strings. Therefore the requirement that a Dictionary entry, i.e., one containing some
open class semantic feature f, be specified for an initial consonant cluster implies the presence
of an overt rhyme; this in turn makes possible (2), as desired.?
6The claimthat Dictionaiy entriesare organizedby initial consonantclustersdoes not entail any furtherclaim
aboutwhat thisorganizationis, i.e. aboutwhatmightbe a mentalequivalentto an "alphabet."
7Turningthe logicaround, theexistenceof phonologicallynullSyntacticonentriesimpliesthat these itemsare not
organizedby their initialclusters.In fact, section4 willargue that storagein the Syntacticonis organizedaccording
to entirelydifferentprinciples.
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Independent support for a phonological system of Dictionary storage comes from the form
of idioms. If they are Dictionary entries , (6) actually implies only that an idiom's address must
be phonological (possibly always or at least in most cases , its initial word). It doesn't prevent
one from containing internal null items. And in fact, there are abundant examples of idioms
that must contain empty categories in order to satisfy subcategorization requirements or syntax
(e.g. English count nouns must have determiners).

(7) come to [DO]'regain consciousness'; put [DO]out 'provide sex'; take [DO]to something
`start liking somethin
g' ; go to [D®][N
jail ]; hold [D0][Noffice ]; keep [D0][Ntrack ](of);
talk [0] [DO [N shop j8
At the same time, the phonological content of the V in these examples , or perhaps of the N
in some cases, satisfies the condition (6) on non-null Dictionary Storage .
The same reasoning allows us to construct Dictionary entries that account for the infamous
"zero derivation" of English mor
phology, which is not-and we will see in section 4 could not
become-a productive process typical of Syntacticon entries.
(8) a. [v [N air ] [v0]] the clothes; [v [N bicycle ] [v0]] to the store; [v [A brown ] [vO]l the
meat; [v [N tunnel ] [v0]1 to the riverbank
b. *Let's { turpentine the brush / streetcar to the store / pink the walls / ditch to the
riverbank }.
The internally structured verbal complexes in (8a) thus have the status of minimal Dictionary
"idioms ." Their initial items provide phonological addresses required by (6)
, but the full entries
nonetheless contain zero morphemes.
Similarly, the Nimboran verbal compounds with zero left hand elements discussed briefly
in section 1 have overt right hand members, presumably their heads if my earlier comments
are correct. These latter provide the Dictionary's phonological addresses.

3. Processing Asymmetries
There seem to be few serious proposals about how the realities of language use actually affect
the form of the grammar or of the lexicon. However, minimal reflection on some asymmetries
between production and perception of spoken language can reveal another source of support
for the formulation in (6).
It is clear that a phonologically organized Dictionary is advantageous principally for comprehending spoken language. Informal extrapolations on the size of ordinary language users'
vocabularies, some going back to work around 1900 (Jespersen , 1905), suggest that a mental
Dictionary can easily contain some 20,000 entries; in contrast, the Syntacticon is unlikely to
contain 500. Thus, comprehending language must involve very quick searches among large
numbers of Dictionary entries.9 It is clear how the design feature (6) reduces the search space
for the hearer—as soon as a candidate for an open class item begins to be pronounced , say the
word steal, the search space is drastically narrowed to just those Dictionary entries beginning
with st-.
tThelexicalX (D, NandP)in(7)necessarily
toXPsin syntax.
9SincetheSyntacticon
is muchsmalleranditsproject
contentmorefamiliar,
duetothefrequency
withwhichitsmembers
areused,a comprehension
modelneednotincorporate
a highlyefficient
searchtoolforit.
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Can such a design feature, which privileges comprehension
over production,
actually count
as a way of optimizing language design in general? The answer is affirmative for a number of
reasons.

(i) Any imperfection or difficulty in a speaker's sentence—a false start, a grammar mistake,
a mispronunciation, an interruption, saying something not really meant, etc.—is necessarily
also a problem for the hearer. On the other hand, there can be many problems for the hearer
that are not problems for the speaker—background noise, an interruption not heard by the
speaker, distance from the speaker, poor hearing, etc.
(u) In any normal conversation, the speaker "knows what (s)he is talking about." (S)he
proceeds from knowledge of both the topic and the situation, uses vocabulary (s)he is familiar
with, generally knows at least vaguely what is coming next, etc. The hearer on the other hand
is constantly presented with unexpected turns of (il)logic, changes of topic, unfamiliar subject
matter and/or unexpected or poorly mastered vocabulary.
Summarizing (i) and (ii), a hearer encounters many more problems than a speaker from a
wide variety of sources, so a design feature such as (6), which privileges comprehension, can
compensate for this "hearer's handicap."
(iii) While much speech passes between just two people, a tremendous number of speech
acts involve a single speaker and multiple hearers. In a family or peer group conversation
among say five people, it is an anomaly for two different speakers to be understood simultaneously; generally, only one speaker is attended to at a time. Consequently, if such a conversation
contains say 10 produced sentences, even with only 50% attention and comprehension, it involves 20 perceived sentences. Of course, speakers often address large numbers, and the same
effect is then many times multiplied. Hence, on an average, a significantly greater number
of speech acts are perceived than produced. The greater percentage of language use is thus
comprehension rather than production.
Because of these asymmetries, language and in particular that part of the lexicon with a
large search space and containing the less used vocabulary (the Dictionary) is better designed
if it favors the hearer. The organization in (6) provides the needed advantage.
4. The Form of Syntacticon Entries for Grammatical
Morphemes
It is a commonplace that native speakers can understand language even when many grammatical morphemes (Syntacticon entries) are mis-used, indistinctly pronounced, or absent.
Japanese speakers often encourage foreigners to just "forget about" the particles and such,
saying that they can understand sequences of just the content words. Similarly, little children
and foreign speakers and those handicapped by age or infirmity are typically understood well,
unless the lack of competence extends into the open class vocabulary.
Along the same lines, the phonologies of many languages including English permit less
clear enunciation of and assign less stress to grammatical words. For instance, native speakers
can easily understand sentence (9a) pronounced as (9b), where the symbol a stands for a fully
reduced schwa:
(9) a. Did you visit some of his relatives on the trip to help them?
b. Ja vizat sm aiz relativz nda trip toheupm?
Clearly, the only syllables with any phonological prominence at all are in the open class items
visit, relatives, trip and help. It seems then that the phonological representations of Syntacticon
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entries do nothing to compensate for the hearer's handicap. If anything, they exacerbate it,
contrary to those in the Dictionary.
In fact, a bit of reflection about some rather typical Syntacticon patterns reveals that they
must be stored quite differently than Dictionary items. In the first place, it is well established
that null morphemes are essential to many adequate linguistic descriptions: at the outset I
mentioned arbitrary PRO, empty complementizers, null suffixes in agreement paradigms, and
understood copulas as obvious cases, and to these the null morphemes in (3) can be added.
Since all these items are typical of closed class elements, i.e. they lack the semantic specificity
of open class features f, it is clear that a Syntacticon can contain entries whose phonological
specification 7r is 0. This in itself establishes that Syntacticon entries are at least not uniformly
accessed by phonological criteria.

4.1 An Entry for some Free Morphemes
Consider the 5 so-called "irregular finite forms" of an otherwise morphologically unexceptional verb be, being, been. No other English verb has a suppletive present tense (is and are
are unrelated to the stem be), a special first singular form (am) or number agreement in the
past (was/were). It is highly unlikely that 5 such special forms are just scattered about in the
lexicon, "accidentally" sharing feature content, as would be the case if they were stored by the
Dictionary's phonological principle, i.e. according to initial consonant clusters. Rather, their
shared syntactic content should be expressed but once in an English speaker's competence,
with the differences among the forms expressed by disjunctive braces:
were, PAST, PLUR
was, PAST

(10) English finite copulas: I, —MODAL, +STATIVE,

am, —PLUR, Ist
is, —PLUR, IIIrd
are

This theory behind this entry treats the feature +STATIVE on I as necessary and sufficient
for ensuring that I must govern a phonologically null and otherwise unmarked stative grammatical V.10Emonds (2000, section 4.5) provides motivation and technical implementation for
such an analysis, involving in particular the concept of "alternative realization" of this feature;
cf. table (1), point (1). Nonetheless, even if some other feature for copulas replaced STATIVE,
it would not affect the argument here that the storage address of a lexical entry of the form (10)
is not phonological.
Given this single entry for copular I, in which all information is minimally represented, we
can maintain an exceptionless generalization: no English verb has more than four idiosyncratic
forms, e.g., do, does, did, done. The finite copulas above are not verbs at all.
The very form of (10) shows that it cannot be lexically stored or accessed via its phonology.
Its address must rather be associated with I. That is, from the existence of null grammatical
elements and from entries such as (10), we can provisionally conclude (11):
mIn other words, the entry (10) embeddedin such a theory obviatesthe ad hoc rule of "be-raising"in earlier
accountsof English.Theinadequacyof thishighlystipulativeprocessreceivesa detailedcritiquein Emonds(1994).
Oneobviouspointis that evenwith sucha rule, the statementsof (10)must be separatelyretainedas conditionson its
output.
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(11) Syntacticon Storage. Syntacticon items are organized by virtue of their syntactic categories F
This adds another line to table (1) on p. 3, or rather the difference between (6) and (11)
reduces lines (i) and (j) to a more general design contrast between the two lexical components.
The storage principles of the Dictionary and the Syntacticon are entirely different. We of
course then expect that brain malfunction will bring this out, and broadly speaking, research
on distinct types of aphasia has confirmed a difference of this sort.

4.2 An Entry for some Bound Clitics
The above foray into the lexical form of English copulas has dealt with Syntacticon entries
for free morphemes. We can construct the same kinds of arguments for (11) on the basis of
clitics and inflections as well. Consider French definite ("personal") pronouns, which fall into
three classes: unstressed nominative pre-verbal clitics for subjects, unstressed non-nominative
pre-verbal clitics for direct and indirect objects, and a set of so-called strong or "elsewhere"
forms which exhibit no case and occur in all other positions.
Interestingly, these paradigms are by no means disjoint; they rather exhibit a number of
overlapping forms. For example, a very simple regularity can be factored out of all three
classes:
(12) Invariant French pronouns:

nous, +PLUR, +Ist

vous, +PLUR, +IInd

In contrast, singular and third person personal pronouns have special nominative clitic
forms, except for the third person feminine, which uses the strong forms as nominative clitics.
The lexical entries for nominative clitics must therefore specify at least the following information, where the frame +__ I indicates placement as the initial clitic in the verbal cluster raised
to I in finite clauses.

(13)

Nominative French clitics11:

je, NOM, d-____
I, —PLUR, Ist
tu, NOM, +_ I, —PLUR, IInd
il, NOM, +_ I, +DEF, —PLUR, IIIrd, —FEM
ils, NOM, +_ I, +DEF, +PLUR, IIIrd, —FEM
on, NOM, +_I, —DEF, IIIrd

These proclitics are the only forms in all of French grammar that are specified as Nominative. It seems therefore there is a descriptive generalization to be expressed in the Syntacticon,
as in (14):

je, —PLUR,Ist
tu, —PLUR,IInd
(14) Nominative French cities (revised): NOM, +_ I, il, +DEF, —PLUR,IIIrd , —FEM
ils, +DEF, +PLUR, IIIrd, —FEM
on, —DEF,IIIrd
III take it that Universal Grammar
when it "underspecifies"

treats the feature DEF as a (canonical)

feature of only the category D; hence

a syntactic category in a lexical entry for a DEF, D is implied.

There may also be other

ways that "markedness" or "underspecification theory" can eliminate some further specifications of person, gender or
±PLUR in these entries, but these issues are not our concern here.
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Again, we reach the conclusion that the most general form of Syntacticon entries , ones that
actually capture the morphological generalizations of a language (here, that there is a single
context in French where nominative case is expressed), necessarily state "paradigms" rather
than individual morphemes. Consequently, the arbitrarily divergent phonological forms of the
individual members of the paradigms cannot be the unique address of the entry. The entry must
rather be accessed by its unique syntactic specifications, in line with (11).
Another advantage to formulating grammatical items with disjunctive braces , as in (10)
and (14), is that we can say that languages without subject clitics, e.g. English and standard
Italian, differ from French in a single way, by the absence of an entry like (14) .12
Hopefully, each syntactic feature needs to appear but once or twice in paradigmatic entries
such as (10) and (14), the rest of the values being "underspecified." That is, for a series of one
column feature matrices labeled DEF stacked up in front of a French V, entries like (14) would
provide instructions as to how to spell them out. An elaboration of such a lexical specification
for clitics can not only capture generalizations about distribution; it also looks like a speaker's
algorithm for Spell Out rather than a hearer's.13
4.3 Entries for Inflections
Perhaps inflection reveals more than any other area how the phonology of grammatical items is
subordinate to their syntax, in the sense that the syntactic specifications determine what counts
as a single lexical unit. (Recall that in the open class Dictionary, it is the pairing of a purely
semantic features f with a phonological spelling that plays this role.)
Conceived as a property specific to morphology, the necessity of grouping of various bound
morphemes into single "paradigms" has been convincingly put forward by a number of authors .
Anderson (1982) argues for such "disjunctive blocks" of inflectional rules under the rubric of
his "Extended Word and Paradigm Model." I claim that these rule blocks correspond precisely
to the entries of the Syntacticon.14
Before turning to this matter, however, I should make clear my disagreement with Anderson's notion that the word is some kind of minimal syntactic unit. The fundamental weakness
of word-based conceptions of syntax is I believe the failure to integrate compounding into syntactic theory. Compounding shows that productive syntax can combine its truly minimal units
(e.g. its simple stems) into larger units of the same type, namely what the bar notation calls
X°. These X° are then in no way syntactically minimal.
In my view, morphology does the very same thing, e.g. suffixes are also simply X° that
head larger X°. Bound morphemes differ from members of compounds only in their lexical
J2English
hasspecialnominative
pronouns
, buttheyarenotcliticsonI.
"Underthisinterpretation
, an independent
mechanism
has tolicensegenerating
bareDpre-verbally.
Thus,some
universal
aspectof economy
mightneedonlya lexicalspellingmechanism
suchas (14)to allowbareD inpositions
otherthanthoseof fullDPs.Asimilarmechanism
witha different
context,perhapsrelatedto thepositionof C, might
giverise tosecondpositionclitics.I thankL. Veselovska
for thisperspective,
thoughmygraspof a fullmodelfor
properly
relating
liketopic
(12)and
(14)is still
inadequate.
'4Although
onentries
sucha vast
as"position
classes"
and"template
morpholog
y"I candonomoreherethangivean
opinion,
theirrealityoncloseinspection
alwaysseemstodissolveintostatements
abouteithergrammatical
categories
(e.g.,I vs.V) oraboutparadigmatically
relatedgroupsof morphemes
(i.e.,individual
Syntacticon
entries).Beginning
withEmonds(1985,Ch. 4) I havearguedthatgrammatical
items,eacha uniquecombination
of syntactic
featuresF,
areexpectedto show"uniquesyntactic
behavior,"
just as chemicalelements(gold,magnesium,
neon,sodium,etc.)
eachhave"uniquechemical
behavior."
Foreachgrammatical
item,children(andlinguists)
havetolearnthesyntactic
category,
thesyntactic
features,
andthesyntactic
context.
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feature composition: entries for the former contain no purely semantic f, while those for words
that make up compounds do. For example, in prep-school-child, both prep and child have such
features, while in pre-school-er, the affixespre- and -er contain only syntactic F. Similarly, the
head free in the compounds carefree, doubt-free sorrow free and taste-free has a semantic f,
while in the morphological formations careful, doubtful, sorrowful and tasteful the head -ful is
characterized by an F, probably the sameit fthat characterizes with. My crucial claim is then
that lack of semantic f on bound morphemes typically triggers loss of inherent stress, yielding
what is indeed a type of minimal phonological domain (a stem with its affixes), but one whose
internal syntactic composition is not minimal at a11.15
From this perspective, the agglutinative patterns of bound morphology—so cross-linguistically prominent—transparently reveal language's basic word-internal syntactic structure. Consequently, I imagine my version of morphology (more generally, of the Syntacticon) should
simply be called the "Paradigm Model," as already expressed for example by the central way
the brace notation structures the entries (10) and (14). To my mind, a crucial factor in favor of
this model of paradigms has been Anderson's convincing arguments for "disjunctive blocks"
of morphological ruleS.16
The centerpiece of his reasoning is based on the complex verbal agreement system of Georgian. Anderson observes that the rules spelling out the agreement inflections require syntactic representations that keep the subject and object feature complexes separate within the V
(Anderson, 1982, 604). These feature complexes are distinct from the features on the corresponding full subject and object phrases, because the left-right order of the complexes in
one set of verb tenses is distinct from that in the other tenses, and it is this X°-internal leftright ("outer" vs. "inner" complexes) order that determines morphology (Anderson, 1982,
599-600). Thus, his rules capture the regularities of Georgian only by virtue of subject and
object feature complexes having syntactically distinct and accessible positions inside V°. This
supports the general claim that X°-internal syntactic structure is the basis of morphology.
The phonological realizations of these X°-internal positions, however, are always limited
in Georgian verbs to a single prefix and a single suffix,i.e., apparently their Syntacticon entries
are unified around the context features -F_ V (for prefixes) and +V_ (for suffixes). Anderson
15For a fuller perspective on the nature of the word , see Emonds (2000, Chs. 3 and 4); the main arguments are also
The fundamental error of autonomous morphology is equating a unit of phonological

outlined in Emonds (2002a).

performance (on the production side) with a minimal unit of syntactic competence. These confusions result from
two empiricist legacies: mixing performance and competence and maintaining a "separation of levels" (all data of
phonology must "precede" all data of syntax).
I6Anderson's brief remarks contesting language's

basic agglutinative morphology

early in his section 4 leave me

unconvinced.
So-called true inflections, which realize several features on one morpheme (Humboldt, 1822), are
roughly as frequent in any given language as similar free morphemes (e.g. a Latin free form demonstrative pronoun
haec is simultaneously [ FEM, SING, NOM, PROXIMATE]). Since no one contests situating multi-featured pronouns
in a left-right ordered surface syntax, why should inflections somehow shed doubt on the appropriateness of left-right
agglutinative representations inside a word?
Many readers may not be aware of Humboldt's claim for the supposed logical superiority of inflecting over agglutinating languages (e.g. of I-E Sanskrit over non-I-H Malay). Remnants of this absurdity, whose core Sapir (1921, Ch.
VI) demolished, linger on in linguists' feeling that inflection is somehow the most "interesting" part of morphology.
But even in languages said to be inflecting, most word structure is transparently "agglutinating" (one feature per bound
morpheme, ordered left to right). For example, a single French phonological word elle-s-ne-se-re-de-magnet-is-er-ont
with 9 bound morphemes (only 3 of which realize multiple features) is clearly agglutinative. The syntactic behavior
of this typical "long" French word moreover closely conforms to Baker's (1985) Mirror Principle, which is the cement
binding the left-right orders of phrasal and word-level syntax.
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argues persuasively that the four phonological subparts of the prefix rule [his rule (28)] must
be ordered disjunctively, that is, by use of braces exactly as in (10) and (14) above.'? A similar
comment applies to the suffix rule [his rule (29)], of which he explicitly gives four of the
subparts.
Both rules mix together aspects of subject and object agreement, and in both cases, certain
agreements take precedence over others. That is, the disjunctions in each Syntacticon entry,
represented here by the classical brace notation, are ordered-they must be read "top down,"
so that the higher option is always spelled out as soon as its context and feature content are
satisfied. In fact, I have written (10) above—but not (14)—this way as well.
It would be rash for me to attempt to exactly re-format Anderson's rules, as I have no
knowledge of Georgian not taken from his article and his cited source, Harris (1977). But I
am confident in concluding that the several phonologically distinct Georgian verbal agreement
morphemes cannot be represented simply as associations of spellings with feature complexes
(an alternative that would allow phonological addressing). His arguments show that these
agreements must be interrelated in amalgamated grammatical statements, at least one for several prefixes and one for several suffixes.18 This conclusion confirms that the Syntacticon
addresses for inflections, as well as for free morphemes and clitics, must be non-phonological,
in conformity with (11).
There is a further interesting consequence of the difference of organization between the
Dictionary and the Syntacticon with regard to a little systematized but quite pervasive type of
lexical "irregularity" that interacts with bound morphology. Stems taken from open classes
not infrequently alternate between a form with final segment and one lacking it. What seems
to occur is that the the segment in question is pronounced only so as to maintain consonant—
vowel alternations (CVCV), perhaps somewhat differently in different languages.
For example, the Latin consonant-final roots nomin- 'name' and oration- 'prayer' are declined in oblique cases in the same way, except for predictable differences in nominatives and
accusatives due to their differing genders. Thus, the genitive singulars are nominis, orationis;
the dative/ablative plurals are nominibus, orationibus, etc. Moreover, these nouns are among
those Latin consonantal stems whose nominative singular is phonologically null. The resulting
form for nomin- is nomen (with a predictable vowel change), but that for oration- is oratio ,
with the n disappearing.
A simple way to notate this distinction is to list this word in the lexicon with its final
segment parenthesized, e.g. as oratio(n), with a convention (15):
(15) Phonological segments parenthesized
CVCV patterns.

in the lexicon are pronounced

only to maintain

In this vein, when the nominative singular for Latin consonant-final stems is -s, some
nouns will maintain a stem's final stop in all cases (e.g. the stem leg- 'law' predictably yields
"Anderson doesn't actuallyuse the brace notation, and consequentlyhe must repeatthe same contextin each of
thefourspellingsof the Georgianverbalagreementprefix.
I8Myargumenthere is that multiplemorphemesmust appeartogetherin single S
yntacticonentriesin order to
capturedescriptivegeneralizations,which impliesthat the presumablyunique addressesof such entriescannotbe
phonological.Thus,it doesn't harmmy argumentif Georgianhas moreagreemententriesthan the two blocksAnderson discusses.Moreover,if thesetwo blocksthemselvesmust be combinedintoa singleentry,the argumentbecomes
all the stronger.
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leg+s = lex in the nominative, legis in the genitive, etc.). Others drop a final stop in the
nominative, where it is not needed for consonant-vowel alternation. The latter situation can
again be indicated by lexical parentheses; thus, a lexical representation pe(d)- 'foot' yields the
nominative pes and genitive pedis.19
If the Dictionary entries are uniquely addressed according to their initial consonant cluster
as in (6), it then follows that open class items will not tolerate the kind of morphological
irregularity specified by convention (15) within this cluster. And this seems to be true.2°
Moreover, if Syntacticon entries are addressed rather according to syntactic categories, it
will equally well follow that closed class items can include a parenthesized initial segment
that obeys (15). In fact, cases of this type abound. Both the Spanish plural morpheme -(e)s
and the Japanese negation -(a)nai have such initial vowels, and the Japanese suffixes -(s)ase
`cause
, make' -(r)are 'passive' contain such initial consonants; these segments are pronounced
precisely when needed to maintain CVCV alternations. This difference between the Dictionary
and the Syntacticon further confirms (6) and (11).
Summarizing, the phonological specifications of Syntacticon items are not the basis for
how this component is organized. It is rather the relation between grammatical category and
grammatical context, for example the association between NOM and +_ I in the entry (14).
The phonological specification 7r = 0 is just an extreme case of the phonologically less than
salient character typical of many Syntacticon items. The Dictionary is prevented from this
specification by virtue of the way its storagae is organized (6), but the Syntacticon is not. Along
the same lines, the uniqueness of lexical addresses prevents a open class Dictionary item from
having a phonologically suppletive paradigm, while this is possible in the Syntacticon (e.g. go,
went; bad, worse; person, people).

5.

Licensing and Identifying Empty (Allo-)morphs

For over 20 years, a general line of inquiry on empty categories a in a tree T has attempted
to state in structural terms where to find in T the interpreted features of these categories a. A
governed category that can be empty under a condition of identity with some other has been
called "properly governed" (the "Empty Category Principle" of Chomsky (1981). Attempts
have been made using concepts like c-command to specify possible locations for these identical
or "identifying" categories. One can thus pre-theoretically state, as in Emonds (2002b), a
principle guiding such research.

(16) ECP Corollary. Properly governed empty categories cannot retain an unidentifiedfeature in LE
19This
parenthesis
convention
mayallowtreatingmostFrenchverbsoftheso-calledsecondandthirdconjugations
simplyas stemsendingin -i(s),-e(n),-en(d),etc.,thuseliminating
arbitrary"conjugation
class"features.Underthis
view,perir'perish'hasa lexicalstemperi(s)-,
givingrisetopresentsingularformswithouts beforezeroendings
(perit,
wherean orthographical
t or s is silent).In contrast,
a stem-final
lexicals (orthographically
ss)mustbe pronounced
beforeovertlyvocalicpresentpluralandsubjunctive
endings(perissons
'weperish')—though
theschwaendingof the
presentsingular
subjunctive
perisseis pronounced
onlyinsomeregions.
In contrast,
in regularverbswhosestemsendingin -ishavenoparentheses
(hisser'raiseup',glisser`slide'),the
finalconsonant
is alwayspronounced;
hisse,glissearepresentsingulars
andhissons,glissonsarefirstplurals).Other
candidates
for convention
(15)caneasilybe found;oneis theEnglishverbhave(has/had)
20Ananecdotedemonstrates
whatcannothappen. Twowestcoastfriendswereoftenconversing
in thepresence
ofthewoman'sperceptive
threeyearold.Unwittingly,
eachrepeatedly
refen-ed
totheirseparate,
different
residences
of thepreviousyearinsimilarcontexts.Thedaughter,
puzzledbya seemingviolationof therestriction
in thetext,
observed:"Mommy
saysAustinbut[namewithheld]
saysBoston."
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In these terms, (16) encapsulates an intuition behind a long line of proposals for restricting
empty categories generated by movement and by ellipsis. At least for movement, less so for
ellipsis, the identification required by proper government must be defined as local structural
relation; features that identify those on a trace in a tree must be "nearby."
Having established that null lexical items must be fully characterized by grammatical features F(semantic f being disallowed), it is natural to ask what structural conditions along the
lines of the ECP corollary might further restrict their distribution. This section will show that
in fact null lexical items are subject to a stringent special case of (16).21
(17) Generalized Invisible Category Principle. An empty a or SPEC(a) is permitted in LF
only if: (i) a is uninterpretable, (ii) a is an anaphor, or (iii) all interpretable features on
a also appear in Awhere someprojections of a and 13are sisters.22
5.1 Empty Bound Morphemes
It is well known that inflectional paradigms often contain zero morphemes. Just three familiar
examples are the English present tense allomorph (3a), the French present tense singular (note
19), and the Latin nominative singular allomorph for (some) consonantal roots discussed at
the end of section 4. Because inflections do not contribute to LF at all (they are "alternative
realizations"; cf. note 4), we can immediately observe that due to its first clause , the GICP
in itself places no restriction on null inflections. Thus, in inflectional paradigms that spell out
features such as case and agreement, we can almost expect some empty allomorphs .
A full theory of Alternative Realization must of course ultimately go beyond (17) and
restrict the kinds of features that can be realized by bound null clitics and inflections, but that
task is not our purpose here. Emonds (2000, section 9.4.2) approaches this issue along the
lines of Benveniste (1966), tentatively concluding that "acquisition of zero morphs should be
privileged in unmarked syntactic configurations but not elsewhere." That is, null inflections
will retain an important—albeit constrained—place in the Syntacticon.
On the other hand, a productive pattern of derivational morphology is not expected to be
based on an empty item, for such morphemes (e.g, -ize, -less, -ation, etc.) are contribute to
interpretation and their features do not appear on their sisters; no sister of any projection of
-ize in the example modernize the city has a causative feature.
Another instance of an empty category a with features that are interpreted in LF is the
understood Italian object pronoun a analyzed in Rizzi (1986).
(18)

a. L' ambizione spesso spinge a a commettere errori.
`Ambition often pushes (one) to make mistakes'

b. Questa musica rende a allegri.
`This music makes one happ
y'
21ThisformulationslightlyrevisestheGICPin Emonds(2000
, 383).Additionally,the GICPseemsto allowcertain
unidentifiedfeaturesin "ungovernedcontexts."In this connection,Emonds(2002b,section3.1)discusses(i) animate
PRO,(ii)a null [C, WI-I]counterpartto whetherin direct questions,and (iii) null modalsandpronominalsubjectsin
root imperativesand conversationalquestions.In these contextsthat are exemptfrom (17), the Syntacticonis freeto
specifya significantlywiderrangeof emptyfree morphemes.
This studyexaminesonlythosenullmorphemesthat occurfreelyin bothroot and embeddedcontexts.
22Sincethe Englishemptymorphemefor "VPellipsis"permittedby (3b) is a discourseanaphor
, its featurecontent
neednot be identifiedlocally.This contentcan evenbe locatedin a precedingsentence.In fact it often is NA 1.
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Under Rizzi's analysis, this empty D and the [DPa ] it projects have interpreted features
such as +PLUR and +HUMAN. But because these features are found neither on the V sister of
the object nor in (18a) on the XP predicated of this DP, the empty direct object phrase a could
be a counterexample to the GICP (17).
However, according to independently justified revisions in this analysis (Emonds, 2000,
section 9.4), the Italian lexicon does not directly license the features of the undeniably interpreted empty objects a in (18). Rather, the Italian lexicon contains a null object critic on the
V sister of a, which is [+HUMAN, +PLURAL, —SPECIFIC].This clitic, like all Romance
pronominal clitics, alternatively realizes in the V all the interpreted features of an argument
DP, and hence by the GICP (17iii) is sufficient to license that argument as empty. As summarized briefly in note 4, since alternatively realized features are not themselves interpreted in
LF, a null clitic with features does not run afoul of (17) either.23
Thus, to the extent that my clitic-based revision of Rizzi's analysis is independently justified, it additionally supports the notion that the Generalized Invisible Category Principle makes
precisely the right "cut" between allowed and excluded empty lexical categories.
5.2 Some Empty Allomorphs in the CP system
A set of free morphemes that conform to (17) are the English pronouns who, which, where and
when. When these morphemes occur in the SPEC(CP) of direct and indirect questions, their Phi
and PLACE features clearly do not occur on any sister of a projection of C, so they must remain
overt (Chomsky & Lasnik, 1977). However, when these elements are on DPs in SPEC(CP) of
a restrictive relative clause, this CP is a sister of some modified nominal projection with the
same features. Hence these pronouns can be replaced by zero allomorphs.24
Emonds (2002b) proposes that morphemes that are optionally zero be represented in the
lexicon with parenthesized phonological content as in (19).
(19) a. D, WH, ANIMATE, —__NP; n = (who)
b. D, WH, PLACE, —___.
NP; it = (where)

c. D, DEF, WH; n = (which)
One might object that once a UG principle such as the GICP (17) is in place, it is redundant
to account for empty categories by stipulating parentheses like (19) in a language-particular
Syntacticon entry. This would be an erroneous conclusion, since a language like French is like
English in all relevant respects: it is head-initial, has overt WH-movement, and uses interrogative pronouns to introduce relative clauses. Yet its pronoun counterparts to (19) (qui, oil, que
and lequel) cannot be omitted in restrictive relative clauses.
Let us now turn to whether (17) permits other empty free morphemes besides those in (19).
An obvious candidate for another optionally pronounced morpheme is the unmarked English
complementizer that.
23Thismightseemlikea "trick." Rizzi'snullobjectpronounis disallowed
by theGICPunlessit is alternatively
realizedbyan objectclitic.Butthelicensing
objectcliticcanbe null,sowhatis thedifference?
In fact,mycitedfulltreatmentemphasizes
at leasttwodifferences:
(i) Italianindependently
has a paradigmof
verbalobjectclitics;(ii)we expectsomeboundmorphemes
withunmarkedfeaturesto be null.Andprecisely,
the
unmarked
valuefor ±SPECIFIC
inobjectpositionis —SPECIFIC.
24The
analysis
ofnon-restrictive
relativeclausesinEmonds(1979)showsthattheCPsthatconstitute
non-restrictive
relatives
arenotsistersofthenominalprojection
theymodify.Consequently,
theirrelativepronouns
failtosatisfy(17)
andcan'tbeomitted
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(20) First version: C,

7r = (that)

(21) John persuaded Mary (that) she would easily get the job.
We explained to her (that) her children should stay outside.
The empty allomorph generable by (20) has no interpretable features besides C. Therefore,
it can conform to the GICP if and only if the category C itself is not present (i .e. interpreted) in
Logical Form. Intuitively of course, [c that] is unmarked and contentless, but some mechanism
must formally reflect this semantic "emptiness." In Emonds (2002b), I suggest that a marked
categorial feature labeledOin the lexicon has exactly this effect. In these terms, (20) should be
recast as (22).
(22) Final version: C, 0,

IP; 7r = (that)

An empty allomorph of C is thus permitted because it is not interpretable in LF due to the
convention for the feature 0. Hence an empty [C, +0] conforms to the GICP (17i) .
There are of course contexts where a phonetic C that is not optional. For example , when
a CP clause moves out of a complement configuration (so that its deep governor no longer
governs it), its head that must again be present:

(23) icp *(That) she would easily get the job I John never believed ti.
John persuaded Mary ti, they tell me, [cp *(that) she would easily get the job
What we explained ti to her was [cp *(that) her children should stay outside
Such paradigms suggest that empty allomorphs can appear as heads of phrases only in their
base positions; cf. Stowell (1985).
5.3

Null Grammatical

Verbs

This final section will discuss the possibility of empty grammatical V. There are basically four
possibilities: anaphoric V like the English discourse anaphor (3b), V with no interpretable features, unmarked but still interpretable verbs, and empty verbs with some marked interpretable
feature. Each of the last three possibilities will be discussed in turn.

5.3.1 EMPTY
COPULAS
WITH
NOINTERPRETABLE
FEATURES
The GICP (17i) allows a Syntacticon to contain an empty contentless V, with no interpretation
at all. To be entirely without interpretation, a verb can have no lexical specifications other than
[V, 0], where +0 is a marked syntactic feature on X° that cancels the usual interpretation of the
category itself at LF (Emonds, 2002b, section 4).25
Since the most plausible general interpretation of the category V is "ACTIVITY,"the "defective interpretation" of the syntactic combination [V, 0] can characterize the entire lexical
class of non-activity (or "stative") verbs, whether they are open class Dictionary items or , like
be, have and want, in the Syntacticon. Since stative verbs are a relatively small subclass of the
category V and probably acquired later than activity verbs, we are justified in considering the
value +0 as a marked option. A stative verb with no other syntacticit for semantic f features is
25This is similar to the empty allomorphs of the C that discussed in the previous section. Another example of the
use of the feature 0 is with P. Since the general interpretation of P is doubtless LOCATION, the combination [P, 0]
plausibly indicates the marked subset of P that fail to specify spatial or temporal location (of without, etc).
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then clearly what is traditionally known as a copula (e.g. be or have), and so we derive from
(17) that these are candidates for having empty allomorphs.
If some copula [va ] is pronounced optionally, its phonological form is lexically notated
(Or);if a is obligatorily silent, the Syntacticon specifies its phonology as it = 0. An empty verb
can be either the be-type or the have-type, with the essential difference between the two being
based on case assignment; be-copulas do not assign case while have-copulas do.26
With regard to be-copulas, Russian instantiates the type that, in the present tense, must be a
zero morpheme. Such null grammatical copulas are limited to the present tense, more exactly
the "non-past" tense, because the GICP would force any X° in I that spells out some other
interpreted feature such as +PAST to be lexically filled. A similar but less familiar example is
described in Kader (1981, Ch. 6); the Malay present tense copula is zero in its base position, but
surfaces when it precedes the subject in questions (presumably away from its base position).
This alternation recalls the restriction (23) on empty C in English, which can also be zero only
in a base position.
A contentless copula V can also realize an uninterpreted feature. For example a lower V
may "alternatively realize" (i.e. copy) the PAST feature on I. Generally, since any feature is
interpreted only in its canonical position (for PAST this is I, not V), a complex of the form [V,
+0 +PAST] can qualify as lacking interpretable features for purposes of the GICP (17). It is
then a candidate for being zeroed. A case of this sort seems to be the empty allomorph of the
Norwegian/ Swedish perfect auxiliary ha 'have' with explicitly past tense modals (Julien, 2002,
section 1). Moreover, if we judge by his brief abstract, the complex and variable extension of
the ha/0 alternation into Swedish infinitives adheres to at least the same generalization, namely
that ha alternates with an empty V only if its features play no role in LF.27
5.3.2 CONDITIONS
ONINTERPRETABLE
EMPTYV
It seems plausible that unmarked Vs are generally interpreted as +ACTIVITY, with e.g. English do being an ultimately unmarked specimen of the transitive subtype. The only way for
the present system to countenance an empty allomorph of a prototypical activity verb do would
be to alternatively realize some feature of the category V as a secondary feature on morphemes
in I; then the GICP could license the V position as empty. Although I am not familiar with
such a system, the scenario doesn't strike me as implausible.28
Speculating somewhat, the Nimboran verbal complexes discussed earlier might in fact instantiate this type. Recall that Inkelas (1993, section 8) ends by proposing compound structures
for verbs made up of V followed by what she terms a class of PRT. Section 1 here argued that
these Nimboran PRT must actually be separate finite grammatical (closed class) V, given their
rich verbal inflection and independent accent. Consequently I proposed to execute her "compound proposal" with double V structures as in (24). The examples in (24a) are typical verbs
26Ahave-typecopulaor a null counterpartassignsaccusativecase to a DP sister,and idiosyncraticallyto special
adjectivessuchas non-agreeingFrenchchaud 'hot',froid 'cold', beau(avoir beau `doin vain') andmoreimportantly,
to the perfectparticipleinflection[A -en]. A full analysisof copulasand composedperfecttenses in these termsis
elaboratedin Emonds(2000,section5.6).
27Regardingclauseswhichlack modals, Julien'sabstractconcludes:"In Swedish,... ha need not be spelledout if
ha sharesits featureswithsomeelementthat is overtlyrealized...."
28Forexample, a class of modalsin some languagecouldhave an "inchoativeaffix"alternativelyrealizinga V's
inchoativefeatureonI. Thiswouldpermitan emptygrammaticalactivityverbin the languagewitha "changeof state"
implication.Suchan arrangementwouldexactlyparallelthe emptyD "pro" in Romancelanguages.The pronominal
verbalcliticson the nexthighestheadV alternativelyrealizefeaturesof D andtherebypermitemptyDPs.
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from her text (LOCative and ITERative particles can be suffixed to the second V), while the
(24b) examples are locutions built around empty V stems. Both types require obligatory Tense
and Person Agreement suffixes.
(24)

a.

b.

[v [v rekei ] [1,/ de ] ]
[v [v kb)] iv maN ] ]

`turn'

[v [vO] [v rar [rrER ijkat ] ] ]

'laugh'

Iv [vO] [v rar [Loc be ] ] ]

'bring'

`crush'

Although Inkelas provides solid evidence that the finite group built around the second V
(PRT) has a lexical category structure separate from the first "stem" V, nothing in her article
actually shows that the two Vs together form a single syntactic unit. This is because her study
treats verbal morphology "autonomously," simply never looking at data that would
bear on syntactic phrase structure. So one is left wondering whether the outside "compound" brackets in (24) might not be the boundaries of investigation rather than of syntax.
As my earlier discussion indicated, the lexical theory here is compatible with a rich system
for forming Nimboran compound verbs, as illustrated in (24). However, it is also compatible
with a more familiar two-part syntactic structure for the same verbs, as in (25):
(25)

a. [vp•••[v rekei ]...]... [t [v de ] +TENSE +AGR ] 29
[W
b. [vp
[vP

[v kill]••.
[vO, +F .; ]...
[v0

[1 [v maN

+TENSE +AGR ]

[v,+F rar-[IrER 13kat] ] +TENSE +AGR

+Fk 1... ]...[r [v.4-prar-[Loc be ] ] +TENSE +AGR ]

In such structures, the diachronic "light verbs," i.e. the Nimboran PRT, would appear in an I
position, which would immediately explain their rich verb-like finite inflection. If additionally
some of these particles in the I position "alternatively realize" some feature(s) Fi and Fk of
the lower V, they thereby satisfy the GICP (17) and can license null allomorphs in the lower
V, provided that V has no other syntactic or semantic features. Such an empty V would be
interpreted as +ACTIVITY and thus exemplify the theoretical configuration of interest in this
subsection.
We now turn to a final remaining possibility for empty but interpretable grammatical V that
don't require "extra morphemes" with features of V located in I.

5.3.3 EMPTY
V WITH
SOME
MARKED
INTERPRETABLE
FEATURE(S)
A third type of empty V permitted by the Syntacticon is one with a marked interpretable featureit fthat satisfies the GICP, i.e., one that also appears on some /3that is a sister of V or VP.
I will suggest here this type of configuration gives rise to the empty "motion verbs" proposed
for continental West Germanic languages in Riemsdijk (2002).
Some of his examples are in (26)—(27);I indicate the position of his proposed empty grammatical verb with fv01. Van Riemsdijk observes that, in all the languages he discusses other
"The Nimboran
finalAGRposition
consistsofratherstraightforward
personagreement
withthesubject
. Number
agreements
aremorescattered
andintroduce
a lot ofcomplexity
(e.g.,3 ofInkelas's8position
classes).Theremaining
5 classesappearasrepresented
in (25b).
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than Frisian, this empty verb must be licensed by a governing modal verb or its trace ti, which
are italicized in (26)—(27).Only some of the languages under discussion allow the "right edge
directionals" in bold. I return just below to the nature of the feature F.
(26) Dutch: Die
doos kan naar
de
That
box
can
to
the
`That box can be put in the attic

zolder
attic

ti [v,_FF0].

.'

Deze
lampen
moeten
uit
ti[v ,+F 0].
These
lights
must
out
`These lights must be switched off .'
(27) Swiss German:

wil
. . . because
`
... because

mer
we

hetted
would've

we should've

sole
had-to

[pp hail [v,+F 0].
home

gone home.'

das si
das
si
name
name
hat
hat
wele
wele
[PPi d schuel] [V,-FF0].
. ..
.. that
that she
she
no longer
no
longer
has
has
wani
wanted
in the school
`... that she no longer wanted to go to school.'
Van Riemsdijk has marshaled evidence from a number of sources and constructions that to
my mind incontrovertibly establishes the existence of an empty grammatical motion V, across
a representative range of documented Continental West Germanic languages and dialects.30 I
therefore concur with most aspects of his analysis. Keeping in mind the language-particular
nation of this element (it doesn't occur in English or French, for example), this empty V with
a marked interpretable feature of motion must be a Syntacticon entry.
There are nonetheless two points where his analysis can be better integrated into the theory
of the Syntacticon. The first concerns the nature of the "semantic content" of the empty motion verb, which has the label +DIR in the lexical entry of Riemsdijk (2002, 152). This feature
should be identified with Jackendoff's (1983) basic feature PATHfor directional PPs. Motion
verbs seem to carry the same basic syntactic feature as the so-called English "post-verbal particles" that they often co-occur with, the Ps of PATH such as in, out, up, down, away, back,
etc. For example, the subcategories of these particles correspond almost exactly to those of the
small class of French Vs of "pure motion" those that require etre 'is' as a perfect auxiliary):
entrer, sortir, monter, descendre, partir, rentrer, etc. Emonds (1996) explores parallels between
these two restricted classes that testify to shared feature composition or "cross-classification."
In view of these facts, the featureit fin (26)—(27)is PATH, so I revise van Riemsdijk's
lexical entry for the Syntacticon as in (28). As in Emonds (2000, Ch. 3) the symbol +(F)
means "selects for a phrasal complement whose lexical head is of feature or category F." 31
(28) Continental West Germanic Motion Verb.
V, +PATH, "licensing by M," +(PATH); 71-= 0
30Extensive
Scandinaviansettlementin Britainsubsequenttothe Vikinginvasionsresultedin MiddleEnglishgrammartakingonmanyaspectsof a Northratherthana WestGermaniclanguage.TheseincludedmanySyntacticonitems
(get,take,them,till,thirdpersonverbagreement,etc.),lossof case on nouns,loss of adjectivalagreement,preposition
stranding,head-initialVPs,etc. Nonethelessmany centurieslater,as van Riemsdijk'sstudy notes,Shakespearestill
used the null motionverbof WestGermanic,suggestingthere is no real incompatibilitybetweena null motionverb
and a "NorthGermanic"type system.
31In olderterminology
, thefeature(F) wouldbe written
[xp+F ].
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If we now inspect again the GICP (recast below in terms of V for ease of reference), we
see that the feature PATH of this phonologically null verb respects the requirement (29iii).
The PP complement of PATH plays the role of /3, and in fact the empty motion verb cannot
occur without such a PP. If a modal occurs alone, any following understood predicate has no
particular relation to motion; its content would then simply be determined by preceding context
as in other cases of VP ellipsis.

(29) Generalized Invisible Category Principle for V An empty V is permitted in LF only if:
(i) V is uninterpretable, (ii) V is a discourse anaphor, or (iii) all interpretable features
on V also appear in)9,where some projections of V and 13are sisters.
A second point concerns how to best describe the different distribution of the empty V in
e.g, German and West Flemish on the one hand and languages allowing "right edge directionals" on the other (e.g. Swiss German). To account for the contrast, Riemsdijk (2002, section
8) proposes a "Projection Parameter," which includes language-particular statements for "M
licensing" that differ only by virtue of mentioning a phrasal Xi or non-phrasal X° projection.
While I don't dispute the possibility of some "Pure Parameters" for word order, the Projection Parameter as formulated is incompatible with two restrictions in the Syntacticon framework. First, I follow Ouhalla's (1991, 7-8) idea that "associates parameters with individual
lexical items, as part of the information included in their lexical entries...the nature of the lexical information which determines parametric variation [is] nothing other than the usual type of
information relating to selection and grammatical features...." Second, I claim that the lexicon
(both Dictionary and Syntacticon) is blind to phrasal structure:
(30) Lexical Interface Principle. The lexicon uses only morpheme categories in its statements.
It cannot mention phrases, nor distinguish between X and XP (Emonds, 2000, 42).

These two hypotheses together imply that a language-particular statement cannot crucially
mention phrases, whereas van Riemsdijk's Projection Parameter does this in stipulating distinct
conditions on "M licensing" of the empty motion verb.
Empirically, the null motion verb in at least German and West Flemish occurs only if
the licensing verb [V, +M] is immediately adjacent on its right. Thus, "licensing by M" for
these languages is similar to requiring a right hand, almost "morphological" contextual feature
to (28).32 This additional feature would then account for a more restricted distribution
of the empty motion verb in these systems.
The issue that remains is a proper formal expression of the M-licensing condition in (28)
in a Syntacticon entry in the other languages under discussion such as Swiss German. (In fact,
nothing prevents us from imposing this condition on West Flemish and German as well.) The
essence of this feature is that one lexical item, here the empty motion verb, can head a phrase
only if the next higher item, the one which selects it, is of a certain type, in this case M.
The fact is, studies treating lexical co-occurrence have just not given serious attention
to stating licensing restrictions in terms of a higher (or "governing") rather than lower (or
"governed") category
, whatever their theoretical brief. There are nonetheless some fairly well
320fhis onlyWestFlemishexamplewherethe emptymotionverbunquestionably
has a PP complement
, van
Riemsdijk
remarksinhis note48: "Whatis somewhat
mysterious
on theotherhandis whythee-example...has
the
GermanratherthantheDutch/English
order[inthesequenceof finalV,JE]..."Thatis, emptymotionverbwould
appeartobejust totheleftof themodallicenser.
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known cases of this type of relation: (i) Certain syntactic A such as soon, often, and well must
be modifiers in V-projections, not N-projections. (ii) Conversely other A such as lunar, polar,
and earthly have the opposite restriction. (iii) Section 1 mentioned the possibility that a null
anaphoric V in English (in "VP Deletion" contexts) seems to require a governing I; (iv) Idioms such as make headway presumably result from a Dictionary entry for the noun specifying
that headway must be an object of make, at some level: The headway he claimed she had I
made/Vonel*gotten J didn't seem sufficient.
A lexical notation could be proposed for expressing this kind of relation, yielding entries
something like: soon, A, V (—,and headway, N, make 4—.Such a notation could be contrasted
with one for the more standard co-occurrence restriction that selects a complement type: seem,
V, -, A (for seem, V, -F_ AP) and talk, V, 4 shop. 33Nonetheless, the lack of attention to the
kind of relation implied by M-licensing in (28) is in large part due to the fact that it is not so
widespread, so I hesitate
to attribute it simply to a hitherto unnoticed required type of lexical stipulation.
My tentative suggestion is rather that the M-licensing in (28) is not a required stipulation
at all, but simply a consequence of the GICP (29iii). In the Continental West Germanic Languages, Vs are characteristically realized in finite I constituents, in infinitival I with prefixes
(Dutch toe, German zu), or in participial forms. Plausibly, all these forms all include interpretable features of I such as TENSE; a guess as to interpretation of the infinitival prefixes
under I may be —REALIS.Since these features do not appear (are not "alternatively realized")
on sisters of any projections of these V, the GICP may simply prohibit the empty motion V in
any contexts where a modal isn't present. The only "feature-free" occurrences of V may be
those where a modal selects them.
An interesting point concerning Frisian may support this view. According to Hoekstra
(1997) cited in Riemsdijk (2002, note 43), Frisian, in strong contrast to Dutch, allows an
empty motion verb in an infinitival clause marked by a bare ta `to'; no modal is involved:
(31) Jan is fan doe [om nei Grins
ta [0] ].
John is of plan for to Groningen to
`John has a plan to go to Groningen .'
Perhaps the Frisian infinitival marker is not a verbal prefix as in Dutch, but rather in I and
separate from VP, as in English (Lobeck, 1986). The infinitival V would then have no feature,
which removes the blocking effect of the GICP and allows the empty motion verb to have a
wider distribution than in Dutch.
A slightly different approach to eliminating an M-licensing feature in the Syntacticon entry
(28) would be to say that (i) inflected Continental West Germanic Vs include simply features
on V, interpretable or not, and (ii) a revised GICP (17iii) should be generalized by replacing
"interpretable features" with "features ." Then the empty motion V would lack "features" only
when it is governed by a modal (or infinitival, in Frisian); we would not have to establish that
Germanic infinitival prefixes or participial suffixes are "interpreted." I leave this as a possible
avenue for future investigation.
33Notice that this type of notation does not violate the Lexical Interface

Principle (30) . Nor does it seem to be

simply camouflaging some kind of "real" lexical reference to phrases; stipulating the category of a higher governor is
different from stipulating the "size" of an item in a co-occurrence relation.
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In conclusion, we have now seen instances of empty V in the Syntacticon, in particular
empty and uninterpreted copulas and empty interpreted motion verbs of Continental West Germanic. In all cases they seem to conform to the possibilities allowed by the GICP (17), which
prohibits empty categories with interpretable features that are not present in their immediate
context (see note 21 for a relaxation of this requirement in root contexts).
These "phonology-free" entries, as well as the arguments in section 4 for entries which
embed phonological content in disjunctive braces, demonstrate that Syntacticon addresses are
organized and hence accessed not by phonology, as is the open class Dictionary, but by the categories of syntax. This result is compatible with a model of a syntactic derivation that consists
of an algorithm for filling in syntactic "slots" with appropriate grammatical items, an algorithm
strongly constrained by locality principles such as the Generalized Invisible Category Principle
(17).
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